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Abstract 

The analysis of Arabic text is very important in works that require knowledge from the user. 

This work attempts to develop Arabic analyzer and then merge it with two modules; knowledge 

acquisition and hybrid inference. Each one of the two modules receives knowledge or part of 

knowledge (Arabic phrases) from many users. The knowledge acquisition system needs the Arabic 

analysis process to prevent: typing error and duplication. The hybrid inference system needs the 

Arabic analysis process: to prevent typing error, and to compute the probability of matching 

between the received premise and the stored one. In this work, the Arabic analyzer depends on 

stem-based approach. The results show that the Arabic analyzer is very effective in discovering: the 

wrong words and the similarity in meaning. To evaluate the proposed system, it was compared with 

another valued technique. And then, results of the comparison show that the proposed system have 

a lot of advantages over the traditionally shell technique. 
 

Keywords: Arabic shell system; Stemming in Arabic Language; Stem-based approach; hybrid 

inference engine. 

Introduction 

Arabic language is a highly inflected 

language and has a complex morphological 

structure. Stemming is one of many tools used 

for solving Arabic morphological problems [1, 

2, 3]. In an Arabic expert system shell, the 

main components of shell system are merged 

with technique for Arabic analyzer. Shell 

system has the same components of an expert 

system except the knowledge base [4, 5]. 

There are few attempts to build an Arabic 

expert system shell. VAES had been made to 

develop general Arabic diagnosing expert 

system shell [4]. It helps human experts to 

build their own Arabic expert systems through 

an Arabic menu interface. In such type of 

systems, the knowledge base (KB) may contain 

the expertise of many experts. So the problem 

of rule-duplicate may occur. In a previous 

work, ADESS; the problems of duplication and 

inconsistent rule are solved by means of 

morphology [5]. In ADESS, Arabic 

morphological analyzer is merged with the 

knowledge acquisition, so the Arabic phrase is 

analyzed and returned to its words' roots. The 

morphological analyzer depended mainly on 

the classical Arabic morphological rules. It 

uses the grammar of deriving verbs in different 

formulas and the grammar of deriving nouns 

from verbs [5]. 

In this paper, other strategies are used to 

enhance the ADESS work. The stem-based 

approach is used instead of morphological 

rules (root-based approach). Hybrid chaining 

technique will be used, so the analysis of 

Arabic text is necessary at knowledge 

acquisition and at inference engine. The results 

of comparison between the two methods 

(ADESS and KISB) will be shown.  
 

Stemming in Arabic Language 
Stemming is used to solve morphological 

problems. Arabic language differs from many 
other languages. The major difference is that 
Arabic language is mainly derivational while 
others are concatenative. The removal of 
prefixes in English is usually harmful because 
it can reverse or otherwise alter the meaning or 
grammatical function of the word. This is not 
so in Arabic, since the removal of prefixes does 
not usually reverse the meaning of words [1, 
2]. 

Arabic stemming methods can be 
classified, according to the desired level of 
analysis as; either stem-based or root-based 
approaches [6,2]. Stem-based approach 
removes prefixes and suffixes from Arabic 
words to extract the word stem, for example: 

the word “ ” is returned to the stem “ ” 

after removing the prefix “ ”, while the word 

“ ” is retuned to the stem “ ” after 
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removing the prefix “ال” and the suffix”ة”. 
Root-based approach reduces stems to roots, 

for example: the words “ ”, “ ”, and 

“ ” are returned to the root “ ” after 

removing the prefixes and suffixes then 
analyzing the stems to get the root. Stem-based 
approach appears to improve effectiveness 
more for highly inflected languages and when 
queries and/or documents are short [6, 7]. 

Mainly the stem-based approach has two 

classes: affix removal and statistical stemming. 

The affix removal approach is generally called 

light stemming when applied to Arabic, 

referring to a process of stripping off a small 

set of prefixes and/or suffixes, without trying 

to deal with infixes, or recognize patterns and 

find roots [7]. 

Statistical n-gram technique in which 

association measures between pairs of terms 

are calculated based on shared unique N 

consecutive letters. Terms that have a 

similarity above a predefined threshold are 

clustered and represented with only one term. 

This technique can provide a more language-

independent approach to conflation. This kind 

of statistical stemming has been shown to be 

effective for many languages, including 

English, Turkish, and Malay, but it is 

inefficient for Arabic language [7, 6, 1]. 
 

The Proposed System 

Knowledge acquisition and hybrid 

Inference with a Stem-Based approach (KISB) 

consists of five modules (as illustrated in 

Fig.(1)), each of which performs specific task; 

more explanation about each module is given. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Automatic Kowledge Acquisition 

This module is the interface between 

human-experts and the refine-knowledge. The 

input KB is composed of rules (“IF..Then” 

rule). Each rule has a conclusion with certainty 

factor (CF). The conclusion is concluded from 

number of conjunct premises.  
 

2. Refine-Knowledge 

Refine-knowledge is the central unit of 

KISB. It performs the communication task 

between Arabic stemming analyzer and the 

other three modules. It receives Arabic phrases 

from two modules: knowledge acquisition and 

inference engine. It sends the Arabic phrases 

to the Arabic stemming analyzer, then receives 

list of roots for each Arabic phrase. It performs 

the task of validation to prevent duplication 

and other typos that may be happen. After 

contributing “Arabic stemming analyzer”, 

refine-knowledge discovers the similarity in 

meaning for Arabic phrases. 

Refine-knowledge provides two types of 

meaning-analysis. The first one is applied for 

phrases received from “knowledge acquisition”. 

This analysis requires 100% ratio of similarity 

(two phrases equal in the number of roots and 

all roots are the same regardless their 

positions), because phrases are received from 

human expert. The second one is applied for 

phrases received from “inference engine”. This 

analysis calculates the ratio of similarity. 

When the ratio exceeded 60%, the two phrases 

may be similar, because phrases are received 

from unexpert user. If there are two or more 

similar phrases, then the user has to decide 

whether they are the same or not. 

3. Arabic Stemming Analyzer 

The proposed system uses stem-based 

approach to find the stem of Arabic word. 

KISB needs stemming analyzer to realize two 

objectives: discover the matching in meaning 

which introduce duplication, and discover the 

typos. This stemming is based on affix removal 

approach. 

This module is decomposed into two 

components: dictionary and analysis. KISB 

dictionary consists of two parts: constant part 

and variable part. The constant part includes 

general files (needed for all KBs) such as stop-

word file and other files (very important in the 

analysis process). The variable part is 

decomposed into domains. It provides separate 

Fig.(1) KISB Architecture. 
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dictionary for each domain of knowledge. 

Each dictionary contains stems, nouns, noise, 

and synonym. The two Fig. (2) and (3) 

illustrate the compositions of dictionary in 

detail. Experimentally, KISB provided with 

medicine-domain dictionary [8, 9], as shown 

in Table (1) & Table (2) in appendix A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This module performs analysis process, 

which includes removing prefixes and /or 

suffixes from Arabic word, then return the 

word to the form of stem that found in the 

dictionary. The Arabic affixes are shown in 

Fig.(4) & Fig.(5) with examples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.(5) Affixes of verbs in Arabic Language. 

 

The analysis-process in KISB is illustrated 

in Figs. (6) and (7) with examples. It includes 
five steps: “decomposing”, “filtering”, 

“stemming”, “exchanger”, and “error-checking”. 
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Fig.(2) Compositions of KISB dictionary. 

 

Fig.(3) Compositions of each domain 

dictionary in KISB. 
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Fig. (4) Affixes of nouns in Arabic Language. 
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4. Knowledge Base 

KB in KISB is structured in a form that 

ensures the facilitation of performing its tasks 

(knowledge acquisition and hybrid inference). 

Each KB consists of three parts to contain 

knowledge acquired from human expert. The 

first part contains (a list of conjunct premises 

for each rule, and the certainty factor). The 

second part contains all conclusions and each 

one has two types of links, first type connects 

it with all rules that conclude this conclusion, 

and second type connects it with all rules that 

contain this conclusion as a premise (sub-

conclusion). The third part contains all 

premises and each one has links to its rules 

(rules that contain this premise inside it). 

Experimentally, KISB is provided with KB 

“Abdominal Pain” [10, 11, 12]. It belongs to 

medicine-domain. Table (3) in appendix A 

shows the KB “Abdominal Pain”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

5. Hybrid Inference Engine 

Hybrid chaining shares the work between 

forward and backward reasoning. So the 

problems of forward and backward reasoning 

will be solved. Limiting forward reasoning to 

the generation of facts could be treated by 

backward reasoning. This is because facts are 

likely to be relevant to queries that will be 

solved by backward chaining [13]. 

This subsystem has interaction with refine-

knowledge because it receives symptoms from 

user. This is important to check their rightness, 

and to find the similar stored symptoms. In this 

work, researcher tries to enhance the suggested 

conclusion by applying many stages of hybrid 

inference engine, so more than one conclusion 

could be found. The internal results are stored 

in working memory (case specific data). 

Fig.(8) shows the implementation of 

diagnosing problem by example. KISB hybrid 

inference includes the following stages: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(6) Two examples illustrate all steps of 

analysis-process except the error-checking. 

 

Decomposer converts the input phrase into list of words. 

Filter removes stop words and noise words. (For more 

details, see figures 2,3 and appendix A) 

Stemming obtains stems of words. It uses the dictionary 

and lists of affixes. 

Exchanger checks if there is synonym for any stem then 

replace it. 

Exchanger replaces each stem with its root. 

Exchanger checks if there is synonym for any root then 

replace it. 

Fig. (7) Example illustrates the step of error-

checking in analysis-process. 

"[ الكول"، "يدخن]"

The Analysis-process could not get the stems of the two words ( ،يدخن
 so it considers them as wrong words. Spell-checker will ,(الكول
suggest list of right words for each one of them. Or a word may be 

new, so it could be added to dictionary. 

::
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Stage one “known symptoms”. It concludes by 

using only the known symptoms (stored in 

the KB). 

Step1: Divide the received symptoms 

(premises) into three groups: G1 (facts) 

contains symptoms stored in KB, G2 

contains symptoms has similarity-rate (Sr) to 

other symptoms that stored in KB Sr > 60%, 

and G3 contains other symptoms. 

Sr=100/N1*N2, where N1: number of stems 

in symptom; N2: number of similar stems. 

Step2: Mark all rules that has symptom from 

G1. 

Step3: For each marked rule, calculate the 

probability-rate (Pr) of its conclusion (by 

using facts stored in G1). 

Pr=100/N1*N2, where N1: number of 

premises inside rule; N2: how many premises 

of N1 is found within facts stored in G1. 

Step4: For each rule has Pr =100%, add its 

conclusion to list of suggested conclusions. 

And remove from marked rules any one 

conclude this conclusion. 

Stage Two “semiknown symptoms”. It tries to 

add new conclusions by checking the similar 

symptoms. 

Step1: For each symptom in G2 add its similar 

to dialog-list. 

Step2: Start dialog. For each new fact, add it to 

G1 and mark all its rules. 

Step3: Repeat steps 3 & 4 of stage one, but 

now, make use of the suggested conclusions, 

too. 

Stage Three “semiknown rules”. It concludes 

by checking some rules that are partially 

proved. 

Step1: For each marked rule has Pr >= 50%, 

add all its symptoms that not belong to G1 

and has no similar in G1 to dialog-list. 

Step2: Start dialog and add new facts to G1. 

Step3: Repeat step 3 of stage two. 

Step4: For each marked rule has suggested 

conclusion (premise of type sub-conclusion) 

and has symptom belongs to G1 add all its 

unknown symptoms to dialog-list. 

Step5: Repeat steps 2&3 of this stage. 

Stage Four “other rules”. It concludes by 

checking all other rules that are partially 

proved. 

Step1: If there is no suggested conclusion, then 

stage three must be repeated, but now for all 

marked rules ignoring the condition of 

Pr>=50%. 

Step2: If there is no suggested conclusion, then 

add to suggested conclusions all conclusions 

that are concluded from marked rules each 

one with its Pr. 
 

Results and Discussions  

KISB was used to construct the rule-based 

knowledge “Abdominal Pain” which is belong 

to medicine-domain (appendix A). ADESS was 

used to construct this KB, too. To study does 

the behavior of KISB, a comparison between it 

and ADESS is implemented. The results 

showed that KISB likes ADESS in: its exact 

performance (in constructing KB and 

diagnosing problems), its ability to learning 

new words, discovering typing error, and 

Fig. (8) Shows the steps of diagnosing disease 

within Abdominal Pain KB (appendix A). 

Inexpert doctor input the following symptoms: 

G1: 

 

G2: G3: 

Marked rules: 
[18, 19, 20] 

Pr(18)=40% 
Pr(19)=33.3% 
Pr(20)=16.6% 

Start the implementation of hybrid inference 

Stage One: 

Stage Two: 

Stage Three: 

Pr(18)=60% , Pr(19)=66.6% , Pr(20)=50%, 
Pr(22)= 25%, Pr(56)= 25%, Pr(57)=20%, 

Pr(77)=25% 

Symptom “ ” is similar to “ ” 

Symptom “ ” is similar to “ ” and “ ” 

G1: 

  

Marked rules: 
[18, 19, 20, 22, 

56, 57, 77] 

Symptom “ ” is similar to: “ ” and “

” 

G1: "

  

Suggested conclusions: ""   Marked rules: [22, 56, 
57, 77] 

G1: "

Suggested conclusions:   
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discovering the Arabic phrases that are similar 

in meaning. 

KISB dictionary differs from the dictionary 

of ADDES [5]. It stores not only roots. For 

each root KISB stores list of stems. So, size of 

medicine domain dictionary in KISB (158 K 

Byte) is larger than it in ADESS (86.4 K Byte). 

KISB dictionary has advantage on ADDES in 

that, it isolates stop-words from domains 

dictionaries, and stores them in the constant 

part, because stop-words are constant for all 

dictionaries. 

In KISB, the structure of KB files has many 

features to facilitate the process of inference 

engine. It provides links not found in ADESS. 

KISB does not allow disjunction of premises 

inside rule. So such rule is decomposed into 

many rules, and all of them have the same 

conclusion and CF, therefore; the number of 

rules that conclude 41 diseases ups from 60 to 

78. There is little difference in size between 

KB constructed by KISB (156 K Byte) and KB 

constructed by ADESS (142 K Byte). 

Stem-based approach used in this work 

gives the insurance for passing the problem of 

wideness Arabic morphological rules. It 

succeeded in covering irregular cases  

which could not be covered completely  

in ADESS. This work solves the problems 

of many cases, such as: “ ”, “ ”, 

“ ”... Etc. For example, the stems “ ” 

and “ ” (Table (1) in appendix A) are 

derived from root “نسا” which could not be 

covered in ADESS. 

Programming of stem-based approach is 

simple as compared with the analysis of Arabic 

morphological rules (which is difficult, and it 

needs high programming skills). 

In KISB, inference engine receives 

symptoms from user, so directly; it tests rules 

that contain these symptoms (the structure of 

KB provides links from premises to rules). To 

compare between KISB inference (see figure 

8) and ADESS inference, they are used to 

diagnose a problem from “Abdominal Pain” 

KB (Table.3 in appendix A), and then the 

following points are drawn: 

1. At KISB the dialog includes seven 

questions. Three of them was about 

similarity (received symptoms are partially-

similar to others stored in KB). It tests four 

diseases. It calculates the probability for 

each one of them, and then concludes two 

diseases. While ADESS dialog includes 

thirty six questions, it tests thirty three 

diseases two of them are concluded. 

2. KISB dialog does not ask two questions 

about one symptom. For example: if the 

symptom “ ” is true, then the 

symptom “ ” must be neglected.  

While ADESS dialog asks all questions in 

sequence (regardless meaning) until 

conclude the desired diseases. For example: 

it asks about the position of pain ten times 

after verifying the symptom “ ”. 

3. In KISB, the receiving of symptoms from 

user is very important to determine the 

region of test. Analysis of meaning during 

KISB inference gives the system more 

advantages. 

 

Conclusions 

1- In KISB, dictionaries and KBs need space 

more than space needed in ADESS. 

2- KISB succeeded in passing the problem of 

wideness Arabic morphological rules and 

irregular cases. 

3- As compared with ADESS, KISB inference 

engine is more flexibility, more user-

friendly, and close to natural language. 
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Appendix A 

Table (1) Medicine-Domain Dictionary (stems). 

Root Verb-Stems Noun-Stems Root Verb-Stems Noun-Stems 
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Table (2) 

Medicine-Domain Dictionary (nouns, noise, and synonyms). 

Nouns Noise Synonyms 

          

          

          

         

           

         
 

 

           

       

       

         

         

 

Table (3) 

“Abdominal Pain” Knowledge Base.  

1 

1

 1 

 1 

 1 

1 

0.9 

 0.95 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 1 

 1
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0.95

 
1

 
0.85

0.95

1

1

0.6

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.9

 
0.95

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.75 

0.8 

0.8

0.75

0.8
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0.85

0.8

 0.9

 0.85

 0.75

0.8 

0.7 

0.7

0.75

0.75

0.65

0.65

0.8

0.75

0.6 

0.65 

0.65 

0.55 

0.6 

0.75 
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0.75 

0.85 
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0.85 
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0.75 

0.75 

0.75 

0.9 
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0.95 

0.85 

0.85 

0.85 

0.9 

0.9 

0.8 

0.8 

0.95 

0.9 
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